VVITA Erasmus+
Short-term Joint Staff Training Events
16-20 Aprile 2018

16 April 2018

Meeting Point:
Villa Citelli - University of Catania
via Salvatore Tomaselli, 31- Catania

Program:

17.30 Icebreak Meeting – joint staff part 1

18.00 City Center Guided Tour
The “Asse dei Viali” in Catania, perfect location for the Italian Villa
via Tomaselli, viale Regina Margherita, viale XX Settembre, Corso Italia, p.zza Stesicoro
17 April 2018

Venue:
Department of Civil Engineering and Architecture - DICAR -
Mu.Ra. Museo della Rappresentazione
via Etnea, 742 - Catania

Program:

9.00  Registration
9.30  Welcome Coffee

10.00  Welcome Speech
- ENRICO FOI, DICAR Director
- ROSARIO SINATRA, Delegates of the UNICT Rector for Development policies in the
  Mediterranean area
- DAMIANO CAFISO, DICAR Erasmus project coordinator
- GEORGICA MITRACHE, UAUIM Dean Faculty of Architecture

11.00  CASE STUDY PRESENTATION 1st session
- MIHAELA HÂRMÂNESCU - Rural landscape
- ANDRA PANAIT - Countryside House
- GEORGICA MITRACHE - 4, 5th year studio
- MIHAELA HÂRMÂNESCU - Site analysis (sitology) and sustainable development
- SIMONA CALVAGNA - Design Landscape
- SEBASTIANO D’URSO - Kraa Looro International Workshop of Architecture Design
  Landscape
- LUCA FINOCCHIARO - Bioclimatic design
- CHIARA BERTOLIN - Material damage and life cycle assessment
- EIR GRYTLI - Transformation of historical buildings. Experiences from Raros

13.00  Lunch

14.00  CASE STUDY PRESENTATION - 2nd session
- JON IVAR NORDSTEIN - Transformation of Historical buildings. Sketching 1:1
- MARKUS SCHWAI - Live studio
- AUGUST SCHIMDT - Live studio, Building 1:1
- IOANA ZACHARIAS VULTUR - GIS for CSV (Research Center for Vernacular Archi-
  tecture)
- FRANCESCA CASTAGNETO - Construction drawings
- FRANCESCA CASTAGNETO - Materials and construction elements technology
- ALESSANDRO LO FARO - Architectural conservation
- MARIUS VOICA+CRISTINA MÂNDRESCU+ ALEXANDRA AFRÂSINEI - Introduction to
  architectural design
- ADRIAN MOLDAVIN - Architecture and complexity. A systemic approach (of
  the near future)
- MARINA MIHÂILĂ + MAGDA STĂNCULESCU - Synthesis architectural studio:

18.00  Conclusion
21 April 2018 - COLLATERAL ACTIVITY

Venue:
Teatro Massimo Vincenzo Bellini
piazza Vincenzo Bellini - Catania

17.30 SYMPHONIC CONCERT
Eckehard Stier, director

possibility of participation, by buying tickets with special price